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 Introduction 

Paeahu Solar LLC (Paeahu Solar or Applicant) proposes to construct and operate the Paeahu Solar 
Project (Project) located near Wailea in Maui County. The Project will consist of a 15-megawatt (MW) 
ground mounted solar photovoltaic (PV) system coupled with a 60 MW-hour battery energy storage 
system, as well as ancillary support infrastructure. The Project will be sited on undeveloped land located 
in the northwestern portion of tax map key (TMK) 2-1-008:001 (owned by Ulupalakua Ranch), located 
east of Piʻilani Highway and the Maui Meadows neighborhood.  

Maui County requires that the Project obtain a County Special Use Permit (CUP) per Maui County Code 
(MCC) Section (§) 19.30A.060(A)(12) which allows a “solar energy facility greater than fifteen acres” 
within the agricultural district if a special permit is obtained. MCC § 19.510.070(A) requires that a CUP 
shall comply with the policies and objectives of the Maui County General Plan (Maui County 1990) and 
applicable community plans of the county. Furthermore, MCC § 19.510.070(B)(5) provides approval 
criteria for the CUP that requires “the proposed development will not adversely impact the social, 
cultural, economic, environmental, and ecological character and quality of the area.” In addition to the 
Maui County zoning code requirements, Paeahu Solar understands that concerns have been voiced by 
some community members regarding potential visual impacts from the Project on the perceived visual 
character and quality of the environment where the Project is located. This visual impact assessment 
evaluates the potential visual effects that may result from the construction and operation of the Project 
and whether these effects will have an adverse impact on Maui County’s scenic resources and the 
perceived visual character and quality of the neighboring properties. This analysis is intended to 
supplement the information provided in the Project’s CUP application including the findings regarding 
the Project’s conformance with MCC CUP review criteria under MCC § 19.510.070.  

 Project Description 

The Project will be sited within an approximately 212-acre Project Study Area. Paeahu Solar anticipates 
that the total combined footprint of Project components will be approximately 150 acres, of which the 
solar panels will cover approximately 50 acres. The major components of the Project will include the 
following: the solar PV system, a network of electrical collector lines, battery energy storage and 
inverter units, step-up transformers, a collector substation and transformer, an overhead generation-tie 
line, internal access roads, and temporary laydown (i.e. staging) areas for construction. The Project 
layout is based on the 30 percent engineering layout dated June 2020 (Figure 1). The solar PV panels will 
be mounted on a fixed-tilt racking system and related electrical equipment. The panels will be organized 
in rows (or “tables”) within several solar array areas. The racking system will hold the panels at a fixed 
angle of 15 degrees facing toward the southwest and the highest point of the panels is expected to 
extend approximately 8 feet above the ground surface, with an average of approximately 3 feet of 
ground clearance below the panels.  Some land grading is proposed for optimal structural and 
hydrological engineering design. 
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Paeahu Solar is currently considering two access routes for the Project. One access route is via a single 
new access road extending from Pi‘ilani Highway, across TMK 2-1-008:056 (owned by Honua’ula 
Partners, LLC). The other access route is via the existing Auwahi switchyard road which is located on 
TMK 2-1-008:001 and extends west from Kula Highway to the existing Auwahi switchyard. The Project 
will interconnect with the Maui Electric Company, Ltd. (Maui Electric) island-wide grid at the existing 
Auwahi switchyard via a 0.5 mile, 69-kilovolt, overhead generation-tie line. All major Project 
components will be located within the Project fence line except the generation-tie line, the 
interconnection and communication facilities at the Auwahi switchyard, and some of the Project’s 
access roads. 

Fencing will be installed around the perimeter of the Project for general security purposes and public 
safety. The fence is expected to be an approximately 7-foot-tall chain link (or similar); no barbed wire 
will be installed. Gates will be installed for approved pedestrian and vehicular access.  

Following construction, areas that have been temporarily disturbed will be revegetated for soil 
stabilization and erosion control purposes. It is anticipated that revegetation will involve application of 
hydroseeding, with a suitable mix of native and/or non-invasive grass species. Landscaping will also be 
installed, as required, to provide and/or supplement the visual screening provided by the existing 
vegetation of Project components from adjacent areas. It is anticipated that the landscaping will 
incorporate trees and shrubs in key locations along the western perimeter of the Project fence line and 
will include native species that are ecologically and culturally appropriate for this location. It is 
anticipated that species selected for landscaping will not require long-term irrigation; irrigation during 
the initial establishment period following planting will likely be provided via temporary water tanks 
(filled using water trucks).  

Based on the Power Purchase Agreement with Maui Electric, the Project is expected to have an initial 
operational period of approximately 25 years. At that point in time, the Project may be re-powered 
under a re-negotiated Power Purchase Agreement or other contract (with subsequent 
permits/approvals) or decommissioned. Decommissioning will involve removal of all equipment 
associated with the Project and returning the Project site to substantially the same condition as existed 
prior to Project development. Decommissioning would include consideration of local environmental 
factors to minimize effects such as erosion during the removal process, and the recycling of materials 
demolished or removed from the site to the extent feasible.   

 Affected Environment 

The Project Study Area is located on the leeward (southwestern) slope of Haleakalā approximately 
2 miles east of the Pacific Ocean. The elevation of the Project Study Area ranges from approximately 330 
feet above mean sea level in the western portion of the main access road on TMK 2-1-008:056 to 
approximately 940 feet above mean sea level in the eastern portion of the Project Study Area. In 
general, the terrain slopes moderately west toward the ocean; however, numerous rock outcrops and 
topographic features and dry linear depressions are scattered throughout the Project Study Area.  The 
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primary vegetation type within the Project Study Area is Open Kiawe Forest which is characterized by 
large kiawe trees, roughly 15–30 feet tall, which occur as small stands or scattered individuals, with 
dense mats of buffelgrass in the understory. The native wiliwili tree also occurs in the Project Study 
Area, particularly within the dry linear depressions and erosional features that run east-west through 
the Project Study Area.  

The Project Study Area is bordered on its northwestern boundary by the Maui Meadows neighborhood 
with undeveloped property in all other directions. The Maui Meadows neighborhood includes over 600 
home sites on lots with a minimal size of one-half acre and many of which have a main house and a 
‘ohana unit. The Wailea Resort area, a master-planned residential community that includes hotels, golf 
courses, commercial centers, and multi-family and single-family residences, is located downslope and 
west of the Project Study Area. From the 1920s to the late 1960s, the Wailea area was dominated by 
agricultural uses with some beach cottages and ranch housing along the coastline.  In 1957, 1,600 acres 
of the Ulupalakua lands (consisting of the modern day Wailea coastline) was sold to the Matson 
Navigation Company (ʻĀina Archaeology 2020). In 1970 the Wailea Development Company was formed 
and built the first of four golf courses in Wailea (ʻĀina Archaeology 2020). The Maui Meadows 
neighborhood was built around this time as well. The urbanization of the Wailea coastline continues 
today and has introduced a dominant built environment to the visual setting immediately adjacent to 
the Project Study Area. 

Despite this urbanization, the visual setting of this region includes views of the leeward slopes of 
Haleakalā to the east, views of the West Maui Mountains to the north, and views of the shoreline, 
Pacific Ocean, and offshore islands to the west. Piʻilani Highway provides landscape views towards 
Mount Haleakalā and Kula Highway provides landscape views towards the coastline and Pacific Ocean. 

 County Scenic Resource Goals and Objectives 

As stated in Section 1.0, Maui County requires a project subject to a CUP to comply with the policies and 
objectives of the Maui County General Plan (Maui County 1990) and applicable community plans of the 
county (see MCC § 19.510.070(A)). The Maui Island Plan (MIP; Maui County 2012) is the county’s 
blueprint for implementing the General Plan and is intended to guide land use development in the 
county. Chapter 2 of the MIP specifically addresses scenic resources and establishes goals, objectives, 
and policies to protect the county’s identified scenic resources1. Maui County establishes the following 
goal in the MIP: 

Goal 2.5: Maui will continue to be a beautiful island steeped in coastal, mountain, open space, 
and historically significant views that are preserved to enrich the residents’ quality of life, attract 
visitors, provide a connection to the past, and promote a sense of place. 

 
1 The written statement in the Project’s CUP application provides a detailed analysis of how the Project complies 

with each of the MIP’s goals, objectives, and policies, including those related to scenic resources. 
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To implement this goal, the MIP establishes the following three objectives and associated policies: 

2.5.1 A greater level of protection for scenic resources 

2.5.1.a Protect views to include, but not be limited to, Haleakalā, ‘Iao Valley, the Mauna 
Kahalawai (West Maui Mountains), Pu‘u Ō‘la‘i, Kaho‘olawe, Molokini, Moloka‘i, and 
Lāna‘i, Mauna Kea, Mauna Loa, sea stacks, the Pacific Ocean, and significant water 
features, ridgelines, and landforms. 

2.5.1.b. Identify, preserve, and provide ongoing management of important scenic vistas 
and open space resources, including mauka-to-makai and makai-to-mauka view planes. 

2.5.1.c. Protect “night sky” resources by encouraging the implementation of ambient 
light ordinances and encouraging conversion of all sources that create excessive light 
pollution, affecting our ability to view the stars. 

2.5.1.d. Protect ridgelines from development where practicable to facilitate the 
protection of public views. 

2.5.1.e. Protect scenic resources along Maui’s scenic roadway corridors. 

2.5.2: Reduce impacts of development projects and public-utility improvements on scenic 
resources. 

2.5.2.a Enforce the policies and guidelines of the SMA regarding the protection of views.  

2.5.2.b Require any new subdivision of land, development, or redevelopment adjacent to 
a “high” or “exceptional” scenic corridor to submit an impact assessment of the project’s 
scenic impacts; this assessment shall use the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation 
steps respectively, with an emphasis on avoidance.  

2.5.2.c Require appropriate building setbacks and limits on wall heights to protect views 
along scenic corridors. 

2.5.2.d Encourage the State of Hawai`i Board of Land and Natural Resources to deny any 
development within the State Conservation District that interferes with a scenic 
landscape or disrupts important open space resources. 

2.5.2.e Require Urban Design and Review Board (UDRB) review and approval of utility 
poles, facilities, and other visible infrastructure improvements along scenic corridors. 

2.5.2.f Ensure little or no effect on scenic resources from utility improvements, primarily 
power poles. 

2.5.2.g Protect scenic vistas from intrusion by power poles.  

2.5.3: Greater protection of and access to scenic vistas, access points, and scenic lookout points. 

2.5.3.a Protect, enhance, and acquire access to Maui’s scenic vistas and resources. 

The general focus of the MIP’s objectives and policies is the protection of mauka-to-makai and makai-to-
mauka view planes and protection of views of significant geographic features and landforms such as 
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Haleakalā, the West Maui Mountains, and offshore islands – especially as these views/view planes relate 
to public views from scenic roadways, parks, and other public access points.  

As an implementing action to the MIP, Maui County conducted a Scenic Resources Inventory and 
Mapping Project in 2006 (Chris Hart & Partners 2006) to identify and map the islands’ scenic-roadway 
corridors. In the vicinity of the Project site, Piʻilani Highway was designated as a "medium" value scenic 
corridor and Kula Highway was designated as a "exceptional/high" value scenic corridor on the Cultural 
Resources Overlay/Scenic Corridor Protection Map for the South Maui area (Maui County 2009) which 
was utilized as part of the MIP formulation process. However, neither the Scenic Resources Inventory 
and Mapping Project, nor the Cultural Resources Overlay/Scenic Corridor Protection Map, were included 
in the final MIP, which was formally adopted by the Maui County Council in 2012. 

Based on the above information, this visual assessment considers the following views and view planes as 
scenic resources identified by the county and that may have visual impacts from the Project: 

• Views from Scenic Roadway Corridors that may have views of the Project, including Piʻilani 
Highway, Kula Highway, and Honoapi’ilani Highway. 

• Mauka-to-makai and makai-to-mauka view planes from public parks and other public access 
points that may have views of the Project. 

 Visual Assessment Methods 

5.1 Visual Impact Criteria 

Visual impacts are generally defined in terms of a project’s physical characteristics and potential 
visibility, as well as the extent to which the project’s presence would change the perceived visual 
character and quality of the environment in which it would be located. As Maui County does not have a 
visual assessment guide or formal visual resource management system, Tetra Tech followed the contrast 
rating system used by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to objectively measure potential 
changes to the visual environment2.  The BLM’s contrast rating system is commonly used by federal 
agencies to assess potential visual resource impacts from proposed projects.  

5.2 Visual Change Criteria 

Potential visual impacts were characterized by determining the level of visual contrast introduced by the 
Project based on comparing existing conditions and photo simulations. Visual contrast is a means to 
evaluate the level of modification to existing landscape features. Existing landscape is defined by the 
visual characteristics (form, line, color, and texture) associated with the landform (including water), 
vegetation, and existing development. The level of visual contrast introduced by a project can be 
measured by changes in the visual characteristics that would occur as a result of project 
implementation. The greater the difference between the character elements found within the existing 

 
2 See BLM Visual Resource Management System (BLM 1986). 
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landscape and with a proposed project, the more apparent the level of visual contrast. The following 
general criteria3 were used when evaluating the degree of contrast: 

• None – The contrast is not visible or perceived.  

• Weak – The contrast can be seen but does not attract attention.  

• Moderate – The element contrast begins to attract attention and begins to dominate the 
characteristic landscape.    

• Strong – The element contrast demands attention, would not be overlooked, and is dominant in 
the landscape.  

5.3 Viewshed/Viewpoints 

The viewshed is generally defined as the area that is visible from an observer’s viewpoint and includes 
the screening effects of intervening vegetation, terrain, and/or structural features. Although some 
portion of the Project may be visible from areas of central and south Maui County, the degree of 
visibility would depend on distance and view angle. Generally, the Project would be most visible from 
viewpoints within 1 mile, while site visibility would diminish as distance increases and view angle 
decreases. Based on an initial field assessment of various viewsheds from different distances from the 
Project, Tetra Tech determined the Project would be barely, if at all, discernable at distances greater 
than 5 miles and at that distance Project components (i.e. solar arrays, substation, and overhead 
generation-tie line) would blend into the surrounding agricultural land use and the native vegetation 
landscaping patterns.  Therefore, the visual assessment primarily focuses on potential impacts to 
viewsheds within a 5-mile radius from the Project (i.e. the viewshed assessment area).  

Distance is only one of the factors that determine visibility of a site from a viewpoint. Terrain, 
vegetation, and structural features can obscure views that might otherwise be available at a certain 
distance. A detailed visual assessment considers intervening structures, vegetation and terrain from 
selected viewpoints to assess where Project components may be potentially visible and noticeable to 
the casual observer. The “casual observer” is considered an observer who is not actively looking or 
searching for the Project components, but who is engaged in activities at locations with potential views 
of the Project, such as walking or driving along a scenic road. If the Project components are not 
noticeable to the casual observer, visual impacts can be considered minor to negligible.  

The detailed visual assessment includes the collection of photographs from selected viewpoints to 
capture existing views, a qualitative assessment of whether the view may or may not have an 
unobstructed view (taking into account terrain, existing vegetation, and structures – such as residential 
or commercial buildings), and where appropriate, the creation of photo-realistic simulations (see 
Section 5.4 for more information on photo simulation methodology). Viewpoints were selected within 
the viewshed assessment area in locations where the Project components may be visible and noticeable 

 
3  These criteria are based on the BLM VRM system, a process using the concept of “contrast” to objectively 

measure potential changes to the landscape features. 
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to the casual observer. Viewpoints were selected from public viewsheds (i.e. from public right of ways, 
parks) and from private viewsheds along the eastern-most property boundary of Maui Meadows.  

As part of the assessment of the private viewsheds from the eastern-most property boundary of Maui 
Meadows, Tetra Tech conducted a qualitative assessment of the views from the homes along the 
property boundary to assist with the selection of viewpoints to use for photo simulations. The 
qualitative assessment included evaluating whether each home would potentially have an unobstructed 
view from the rear yard or from the first or second story windows. The evaluation considered existing 
vegetation in the home’s yard and on the Ulupalakua Ranch property. Photographs of views of the 
Project site were taken immediately adjacent to the Maui Meadows homes’ easternmost property 
boundary and were compiled into a photograph log (see Appendix A). Photographs were taken from 
ground level to represent first story windows and, as applicable, by a drone to represent second story 
windows. See the photograph description table in Appendix A for results of the detailed qualitative 
assessment. Using the results from this qualitative assessment, a series of viewpoints were selected for 
the development of photo simulations to demonstrate the potential views of the Project from 
properties located adjacent to and west of the Project site. Viewpoints were selected based on spatial 
distribution (e.g., representing views from houses along the north, middle, and south portions of the 
eastern-most property boundary) and if the viewpoint had the potential for unobstructed views of the 
Project. 

The following specific viewpoint locations were identified for detailed visual assessment and creation of 
photo simulations. Seven viewpoints represent views from public viewsheds, including views from three 
highways designated as scenic corridors on the Cultural Resources Overlay/Scenic Corridor Protection 
Map for the South Maui area (Maui County 2009). Four viewpoints represent views from the eastern-
most boundary of the Maui Meadows neighborhood (Figure 2): 

• Viewpoint 1: West Maui lookout on Honoapi’ilani Highway  

• Views from three viewpoints from Piʻilani Highway: 

o Viewpoint 2: near Moana Avenue  

o Viewpoint 3: near Keonekai Road  

o Viewpoint 4: north of Wailea Ike Drive 

• Views from the eastern-most property boundary of Maui Meadows: 

o Viewpoint 5: 870 Kumulani Drive 

o Viewpoint 6: 828 Kumulani Drive 

o Viewpoint 7: 782 Kumulani Drive 

o Viewpoint 8: 726 Kumulani Drive 

• Viewpoint 9: Kealakapu Road 

• Viewpoint 10: Sun Yat Sen Park 

• Viewpoint 11: Kula Highway Shoulder 
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5.4 Methodology for Generation of Photo Simulations 

Simulations were created from each of the seven specific viewpoint locations from public viewsheds (i.e. 
from public right of ways, parks) and from the four specific viewpoint locations from the eastern-most 
property boundary of Maui Meadows. 

In October 2018, January 2020, and February 2020, Tetra Tech conducted site visits to document views 
from the pre-selected viewpoints. Documentation included recording global positioning system (GPS) 
coordinates, taking a series of photographs to capture the existing views, and field notes (e.g., date/time 
photographs were taken, weather, direction of photograph). In addition, at each viewpoint location, GPS 
coordinates were recorded for “control points,” which are objects such as buildings or light poles that 
appear within the series of photographs taken. A drone was also used to capture photographs 
representing potential views from upper story windows of nearby residences along the Maui Meadows 
neighborhood’s eastern boundary.  

To create the photo simulations, the location data captured by the GPS device was transferred to 
geographic information system software that combined data of the preliminary layout of Project 
components to produce a reference map. This map was then exported at true scale and imported into 
3D modeling software to create a scaled 3D model of the Project including the proposed solar panels in 
spatially accurate locations and elevations. NexTracker solar tracking system with the panels slightly 
tilted and standing at a height of approximately 8 feet, were modeled and used for the photo 
simulations. The views from the existing photographs were then matched in the 3D model using virtual 
cameras with the same focal length and field of view as the digital camera used to take the photographs. 
Date- and time-specific lighting was added to the 3D model, and renderings from the virtual cameras 
were created. These renderings were blended into the existing conditions photographs in digital 
photograph editing software. An existing vegetation buffer zone between the Project fence line and the 
residential parcels will be left in place, to help screen the Project and reduce visual impacts from the 
adjacent homes.  However, Tetra Tech modified the existing vegetation in the photographs to reflect 
Project associated changes to the landscape where tree/vegetation removal is anticipated due to Project 
development as these changes would be visible from some of the viewpoints. This process ensured that 
the spatial relationships of the landscape, Project components, and viewer perspective are accurate and 
match the existing site photographs (see Appendix B).  

The simulations are considered conservative as proposed Project landscaping that may further screen 
potential views was not included. Also, the simulated view from Maui Meadows houses (Viewpoints 5 
through 8) are conservative as they do not account for screening by vegetation or intervening structures 
(i.e. residential buildings/outbuilding or fencing) located within the private properties as the existing 
condition photos were taken from the Ulupalakua Ranch side of the eastern-most Maui Meadows 
property lines. 
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 Potential Visual Impact Analysis 

The visual impact analysis is based on the proposed elevations of the grading plan dated June 2020 and 
some existing elevations for areas within the Project Area where no significant grading is proposed. 

During construction and operation, where visible and noticeable, the Project may introduce visual 
contrast and have the potential to create visual effects within the surrounding areas for the casual 
observer. If the Project components are not visible or perceived, no visual impact would occur. If the 
Project components introduce contrast to the view but does not attract the attention of casual 
observer, the contrast is considered weak and the visual impacts could be considered minor to 
negligible. If the visual contrast introduced by the Project begins to attract attention and begins to 
dominate the view, the contrast is considered moderate and the impact could be considered moderate. 
If the Project components introduce contrast that demands attention, would not be overlooked, and is 
dominant in the view, the contrast is considered strong and the impact could be considered significant. 

The potential visual impacts anticipated as a result of construction and operation of the Project are 
discussed below. The photo simulations developed for each viewpoint are included in Appendix B.  
Figure 2 shows the overall Project Study Area, proposed solar array, and the 11 viewpoints.  

West Maui Lookout on Honoapi’ilani Highway (Viewpoint 1) 

This viewpoint is located at the Papawai Scenic Lookout along the Honoapi’ilani Highway. The 
photograph was taken from the south side of the highway, looking southeast. The existing landscape 
setting is characterized by the ocean in the foreground/middleground4 with Haleakalā in the 
background5. Vegetation is apparent in light and dark green patches. Structural features along the lower 
slopes and coastline are barely perceptible from this viewpoint. During the initial field assessment, views 
from this location were analyzed to determine if the Project would be visible from a public viewpoint 
over 5 miles from the Project site. The Project is located approximately 9.2 miles southeast of this 
viewpoint. As shown in the simulation, the Project would not be visible to the casual observer from this 
location because of the distance. Views of Haleakalā would be unchanged as the Project components 
would not block views of Haleakalā visible in the existing viewshed. Project components blend in with 
the existing land use patterns and would not attract attention and would be a subordinate feature in the 
landscape setting. As the contrast is anticipated to be weak from Viewpoint 1, the visual impacts are 
considered minor. 

Piʻilani Highway near Moana Avenue (Viewpoint 2) 

This viewpoint is located on Piʻilani Highway, near Moana Avenue, approximately 1 mile north of the 
Maui Meadows neighborhood. The photograph was taken from the road, approximately 110 feet east of 
the intersection of Moana Avenue and Kanakana Road, looking mauka towards the southeast. The 
existing landscape setting is characterized by relatively flat terrain in the foreground, moderately rolling 

 
4 Foreground and middleground: Describes area 0 to 5 miles from the viewpoint. 
5 Background: describes area beyond 5 miles and up to 15 miles away from the viewpoint. 
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terrain in the middleground to steeper terrain associated with Haleakalā in the background. Existing 
structural features include Piʻilani Highway, fencing, residential roof lines, a water storage facility, and 
utility poles and lines. Vegetation includes grasses, and dense stands of trees and shrubs. The Project is 
located approximately 2 miles southeast of this viewpoint. The Project would introduce, gray color, 
geometric shapes, and horizontal lines into the landscape setting, however, the Project would generally 
not be visible from this location by a casual observer because of the screening of the Project site by 
rolling terrain and vegetation. The makai-to-mauka views, including those of Haleakalā, would not be 
blocked by the Project components. The portions of the Project that are visible would not attract 
attention and would be a subordinate feature in the landscape setting.  As the contrast is anticipated to 
be weak from Viewpoint 2, the visual impacts are considered minor. 

Piʻilani Highway near Keonekai Road (Viewpoint 3) 

This viewpoint is located on Piʻilani Highway, near Keonekai Road, approximately 0.65 miles north of the 
Maui Meadows neighborhood. The photograph was taken from the road, approximately 100 feet north 
of the intersection of Piʻilani Highway and Keonekai Road, looking mauka towards the southeast. The 
existing landscape setting is characterized by relatively flat to moderately rolling terrain in the 
foreground/middleground to steeper terrain associated with Haleakalā in the background. Existing 
structural  features include Piʻilani Highway, road signage, and utility poles and lines. Vegetation 
includes grasses, and dense stands of trees and shrubs. The Project is located approximately 2 miles 
southeast of this viewpoint. The Project would not be visible from this location by a casual observer 
because of the screening of the Project site by rolling terrain and existing vegetation; therefore, there 
would be no visual impacts to the makai to mauka views from Viewpoint 3. 

Piʻilani Highway north of Wailea Ike Drive (Viewpoint 4) 

This viewpoint is located on Piʻilani Highway, near Wailea Ike Drive, approximately 0.16 miles south of 
the Maui Meadows neighborhood. The photograph was taken from the road, approximately 0.12 miles 
north of the intersection of Piʻilani Highway and Wailea Ike Drive, looking mauka towards the northeast. 
The existing landscape setting is characterized by relatively flat to moderately rolling terrain in the 
foreground/middleground to steeper terrain associated with Haleakalā in the background. Structural 
features include utility lines and Maui Meadows residences. Vegetation includes dense stands of trees 
and shrubs. The Project is located approximately 0.74 miles northeast of this viewpoint. The Project 
would not be visible from this location because views would be completely screened by rolling terrain 
and vegetation and the makai-to-mauka views, including those of Haleakalā would not be blocked by the 
Project components. There would be no visual impacts from Viewpoint 4. 

Maui Meadows Neighborhood - 870 Kumulani Drive (Viewpoint 5) 

This viewpoint is located along the western fence line of the Ulupalakua Ranch property (TMK 2-1-
008:001) near the northern portion of the Maui Meadows neighborhood, approximately 390 feet south 
of Launa Drive. The photograph was taken from the ground level at an elevation representing mauka 
views from the windows of the adjacent residence, looking east. The existing landscape setting is 
characterized by relatively gently rolling terrain in the foreground/middleground to steeper terrain 
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associated with Haleakalā in the background. There are no existing structural features in this visual 
setting; there is an existing ranch road in the immediate foreground. Vegetation consists of grass with 
dense stand of trees in the immediate foreground, and grasslands interspersed with large patches of 
dark green vegetation along the slopes of Haleakalā . The Project fence line is located approximately 250 
feet east of this viewpoint. The Project solar panels are located approximately 341 feet east of this 
viewpoint. Views toward the Project site from this viewpoint would be partially screened by vegetation 
between the viewer and the Project’s perimeter fence. Project components would not block views of 
the leeward slopes of Haleakalā visible in the existing viewshed. The Project would introduce, gray color, 
geometric shapes, and horizontal lines into the landscape setting. The Project would attract attention to 
the casual observer but the portion of the Project that would be visible would be a subordinate feature 
and would not dominate the landscape.  As the contrast is anticipated to be weak, the visual impacts are 
considered minor. In addition, the simulation is considered conservative as proposed Project 
landscaping was not included in the visual simulation and would be expected to further screen views of 
the Project from Viewpoint 5. 

Maui Meadows Neighborhood - 828 Kumulani Drive (Viewpoint 6) 

This viewpoint is located along the western fence line of the Ulupalakua Ranch property (TMK 2-1-
008:001) near the northern portion of the Maui Meadows neighborhood, approximately 700 feet south 
of Launa Drive. The photograph was taken from the ground level at an elevation representing mauka 
views from the windows of the adjacent residence, looking east. The existing landscape setting is 
characterized by relatively gently to moderately rolling terrain in the foreground/middleground to 
steeper terrain associated with Haleakalā in the background. There are no existing structural features in 
this visual setting. Vegetation consists of grass with dense stand of trees in the immediate foreground, 
and grasslands interspersed with large patches of dark green vegetation along the slopes of the 
Haleakalā. The Project fence line is located approximately 250 feet east of this viewpoint. The Project 
solar panels are located approximately 312 feet east of this viewpoint. Views towards the Project site 
from this viewpoint would be partially screened by vegetation and terrain between the viewer and the 
Project’s perimeter fence. Project components would not block views of the leeward slopes of Haleakalā 
visible in the existing viewshed. The Project would introduce, gray color, geometric shapes, and 
horizontal lines into the landscape setting. The Project would attract attention to the casual observer 
and the portion of the Project that would be visible would co-dominate the landscape, therefore the 
contrast and the visual impact are considered to be moderate.  In addition, the simulation is considered 
conservative as proposed Project landscaping was not included in the visual simulation and would be 
expected to further screen views of the Project from Viewpoint 6. 

Maui Meadows Neighborhood - 782 Kumulani Drive (Viewpoint 7) 

This viewpoint is located along the western fence line of the Ulupalakua Ranch property (TMK 2-1-
008:001) near the southern portion of the Maui Meadows neighborhood, approximately 0.2 miles south 
of Launa Drive. The photograph was taken using a drone at an elevation representing mauka views from 
the upper story windows of the adjacent residence, looking east. The existing landscape setting is 
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characterized by relatively gently to moderately rolling terrain in the foreground/middleground to 
steeper terrain associated with Haleakalā in the background. There are no existing structural features in 
this visual setting. Vegetation consists of grass with dense stand of trees in the immediate foreground, 
and grasslands interspersed with large patches of dark green vegetation along the slopes of the 
Haleakalā. The Project fence line is located approximately 250 feet east of this viewpoint. The Project 
solar panels are located approximately 400 feet east of this viewpoint. Views towards the Project site 
from this viewpoint would be mostly screened by vegetation and terrain between the viewer and the 
Project’s perimeter fence. Project components would not block views of the leeward slopes of Haleakalā 
visible in the existing viewshed. The Project would introduce, gray color, geometric shapes, and 
horizontal lines into the landscape setting. Some portions of the solar array may be visible between 
stands of vegetation, however, portions that are visible would not attract attention to the casual 
observer and would be a subordinate feature in the landscape setting. Therefore, contrast is anticipated 
to be weak from Viewpoint 7 and the visual impacts can be considered minor. 

Maui Meadows Neighborhood - 726 Kumulani Drive (Viewpoint 8) 

This viewpoint is located along the western fence line of the Ulupalakua Ranch property (TMK 2-1-
008:001) near the southern portion of the Maui Meadows neighborhood, approximately 0.33 miles feet 
south of Launa Drive. The photograph was taken using a drone at an elevation representing mauka views 
from the upper story windows of the adjacent residence, looking east. The existing landscape setting is 
characterized by relatively gently to moderately rolling terrain in the foreground/middleground to 
steeper terrain associated with Haleakalā in the background. Existing structural features are not 
apparent from this viewpoint. Vegetation consists of grass in the immediate foreground, grass with 
dense stand of trees in the foreground/middleground, and grasslands interspersed with large patches of 
dark green vegetation along the slopes of the Haleakalā. The Project fence line is located approximately 
270 feet east of this viewpoint. The Project solar panels are located approximately 624 feet east of this 
viewpoint. Views towards the Project site from this viewpoint would be partially screened by vegetation 
between the viewer and the Project’s perimeter fence. Project components would not block views of 
the leeward slopes of Haleakalā visible in the existing viewshed. The Project would introduce, gray color, 
geometric shapes, and horizontal lines into the landscape setting. Some portions of the solar array may 
be visible between stands of vegetation, however, portions that are visible would not attract attention 
to the casual observer and would be a subordinate feature in the landscape setting. Therefore, contrast 
is anticipated to be weak from Viewpoint 8 and the visual impacts can be considered minor. The 
simulation is considered conservative as existing landscaping located in the residential parcel’s eastern 
yard would likely screen views of the Project from upper story windows (see photo of landscaping in the 
yard at 726 Kumulani Drive in Appendix A)6. Also, proposed Project landscaping was not included in the 
visual simulation and would be expected to further screen views of the Project from Viewpoint 8.  

Kealakapu Road (Viewpoint 9) 

 
6 The photo points used for purposes of the simulations at Viewpoints 5, 6, 7, and 8 were not taken from the 

house, but rather from the eastern fence line of the Ulupalakua Ranch property. 
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This viewpoint is located on Kealakapu Road, at the intersection of Kealakapu Road and Easy Street, 
approximately 0.5 miles northwest of Kula Highway and is located approximately 2 miles southwest of 
Keokea. The photograph was taken from the south side of Kealakapu Road, of a mauka-to-makai view 
looking west. The existing landscape setting is characterized by moderately rolling terrain in the 
immediate foreground, flat to gently rolling terrain and the ocean in the foreground/middleground, and 
steep terrain associated with  Kaho’olawe, Lānaʻi, and the West Maui Mountains the West Maui 
Mountains, would not be blocked by the Project components. There would be no visual impacts from 
Viewpoint 9. 

Sun Yat Sen Park (Viewpoint 10) 

This viewpoint is located northwest of the Kula Highway and Kealakapu Road intersection and is located 
approximately 2 miles southwest of Keokea. The photograph was taken from the parking lot on the west 
side of Kula Highway, of a mauka-to-makai view looking west. The existing landscape setting is 
characterized by moderately rolling terrain in the immediate foreground (0 to 0.5 miles), flat to gently 
rolling terrain and the ocean in the foreground/middleground, steep terrain associated with 
Kaho’olawe, Lānaʻi, and the West Maui Mountains in the background. Structural features include rural 
residences, development associated with the Wailea community and wind turbines along the southern 
slope of the West Maui Mountains. Vegetation includes trees and shrubs around the Sun Yat Sen Park 
and rural residences in the immediate foreground, low grasses associated with pastures and trees and 
shrubs associated with the Wailea community in the foreground/middleground, and dark green patches 
of vegetation along the upper slopes of the West Maui Mountains. The Project is located approximately 
2.2 miles west of this viewpoint. The Project would not be visible from this location because views 
would be completely screened by rolling terrain and vegetation just south of the park and the mauka-to-
makai views, including those of the ocean, Kaho’olawe, Lānaʻi and the West Maui Mountains would not 
be blocked by the Project components. There would be no visual impacts from Viewpoint 10.  

Kula Highway Shoulder (Viewpoint 11) 

This viewpoint is located along Kula Highway approximately 2.6 miles east of Wailea. The photograph 
was taken from the south side of the highway approximately 1.1 miles south of Sun Yat Sen Park, of a 
mauka-to-makai view looking northwest. The existing landscape setting is characterized by moderately 
rolling terrain sloping down to gently rolling to flat terrain and the ocean in the 
foreground/middleground. Steeper terrain associated with Lānaʻi and West Maui is in the background. 
Structural features include development associated with the Wailea community and wind turbines along 
the southern slope of the West Maui Mountains. Vegetation includes grasses and shrubs in the 
immediate foreground and trees and shrubs associated with residential development in the 
foreground/middleground and dark green patches of vegetation along the upper slopes of the West 
Maui Mountains. The Project is located approximately 2.2 miles west of this viewpoint. The mauka-to-
makai views, including those of the ocean, Lānaʻi, and the West Maui Mountains would not be blocked 
by the Project components. The gray color and geometric shape created by the solar arrays would 
attract attention by the casual observer but would be seen in the context of development along the 
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coast and would appear as a co-dominant feature in the landscape setting. Contrast and visual impact 
are anticipated to be moderate, however, these impacts would be short term because travelers would 
only be approaching and parallel to the Project for a limited time and their focus would be on the road 
ahead. In addition, the Project would not block views of the ocean, Lānaʻi, or the West Maui Mountains 
from Viewpoint 11. 

 Conclusion 

During construction and operation, where visible and noticeable, the Project may introduce visual 
contrast and have the potential to create visual effects within the surrounding areas for the casual 
observer. If the Project components are not visible or perceived, no visual impact would occur. Based on 
a viewshed assessment (which considers terrain only and not existing vegetation or structures that may 
obstruct the view), it is anticipated that views of the Project would be primarily from areas east, west, 
and northwest of the Project and within 5 miles or less of the Project site.  

The visual assessment includes an impact analysis of specific viewpoints from public roadways including 
Piʻilani Highway and Kula Highway and points along the Project’s western boundary with the adjacent 
Maui Meadows neighborhood. The visual impact analysis shows that in many cases the Project will be 
partially or fully screened by existing terrain or vegetation. Where the Project is visible, its impacts will 
depend on several factors such as the distance of the viewer from the Project and whether views toward 
the Project are unobstructed or screened by vegetation, terrain, and/or development.  

In regards to the public viewshed analysis, the Project is anticipated to be completely screened by 
terrain and existing vegetation at Viewpoints 3, 4, 9, and 10. The Project components will generally not 
be visible to the casual observer at Viewpoint 1 due to the distance of the Project from the viewpoint 
(over 9 miles) and will generally not be visible to the casual observer at Viewpoint 2 due to screening by 
rolling terrain and vegetation. The Project will introduce moderate contrast to the landscape setting at 
Viewpoint 11; however, project components would be seen in the context of development along the 
coast and would appear as a co-dominant feature in the landscape setting and therefore the visual 
impact is anticipated to be moderate and the impact would be short term because travelers along Kula 
Highway would only be approaching and parallel to the Project for a limited time and their focus would 
be on the road ahead. In addition, views of the Project from Viewpoint 11 would not block views of the 
ocean, Lānaʻi, or the West Maui Mountains. 

In regard to the viewshed analysis from residential parcels along the Maui Meadows easternmost 
property line, some viewsheds may have unobstructed or partially screened views of the Project, thus 
introducing contrast into the landscape setting for viewers near the Project. The analysis of views from 
the Maui Meadows homes along the western Project boundary is considered conservative as is does not 
account for screening existing vegetation or intervening structures, such as the residential buildings or 
fencing, located within the residential properties. This is because the visual impact analysis was based 
on photography taken from the Ulupalakua Ranch side of the adjacent property line with Maui 
Meadows and not from the houses or their associated yards; therefore, the analysis does not fully 
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consider the screening effects of vegetation or structures on the home parcels themselves. The contrast 
introduced in Viewpoints 5, 6, 7 and 8 is anticipated to be weak or moderate and existing views of 
Haleakalā would not be obstructed or affected by the Project components.  As much of the existing 
vegetative buffer between the Maui Meadows property boundary and the project fence line, located 
approximately 250 east of Maui Meadows property boundary, will be left in place as practicable to assist 
with visual screening. In addition, the Project solar panels will be located approximately 300 feet or 
more east of the Maui Meadows property boundary. After construction, the Applicant will consult with 
homeowners to assess whether any homes have clear unobstructed view corridors of the Project and 
where along the Project’s western boundary landscaping may be implemented to further screen 
(minimize) views from the adjacent homes. The final location and amount of proposed plantings would 
be determined based on Paeahu Solar’s assessment and consultation with home owners.  All proposed 
landscaping would need to be approved by ‘Ulupalakua Ranch.  

In conclusion, it is anticipated that views of the Project from communities along the South Maui coast 
will be screened by terrain, existing vegetation, and structures associated with urban development. 
Roadways and rural residential development located east of the Project will have elevated views looking 
downslope towards the Project. Views will vary from completely screened to partially screened to 
unobstructed. Portions of the Project that will be visible would be seen in the context of existing 
development along the coast and will appear as a co-dominant feature in the landscape setting. The 
Project will not block views of the ocean, Lānaʻi, or the West Maui Mountains from these 
upcountry/elevated/eastern viewpoints. The Project will be visible to varying degrees from the 
easternmost edge of Maui Meadows; however, it will not obstruct or impede views of Haleakalā, or 
other scenic resources. After decommissioning, the Project site will be returned to substantially the 
same condition as existed prior to Project development. Considering all features, the Project is expected 
to have minimal or no significant impact on Maui County’s scenic and visual resources. 
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTO LOG AND PHOTO DESCRIPTION TABLE 
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Maui Meadows Residential Lot 
Address

Representative View Camera Height Lat Long Qualitative Assessment of Viewshed Analysis 

753 Launa Dr (North) Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'54.695" 156°25'14.747"

Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot, looking towards the proposed project.  View anticipated to be blocked by 
terrain and/or vegetation. 
Note: No upper story windows observed above ground level photo point.

753 Launa Dr (South) Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'53.489" 156°25'14.85"

Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot, looking towards the proposed project.  View anticipated to be blocked by 
terrain and/or vegetation. 
Note: No upper story windows observed above ground level photo point.

892 Kumulani Dr  (North) Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'52.278" 156°25'14.915"
Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot. View of fence possible, view of arrays not likely due to terrain. 
Note: This address is an empty lot, no house.

892 Kumulani Dr  - (South) Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'51.618" 156°25'14.928"

Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot.  Unlikely to see fence or arrays due to terrain and/or  vegetation.
Note:  This house is located on the lot line between 892 and 882 Kumulani (both 
lots owned by same land owner).

882 Kumulani Dr Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'51.39" 156°25'14.922"

Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot. Potential for intermittent views of project;  however, house's existing 
landscaping/vegetation will obscure views.
Note: no upper story windows observed above ground level photo point view . 

874 Kumulani Dr Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'50.117" 156°25'14.957"

Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot.  Potential for intermittent views of project;  however, house's existing 
landscaping/vegetation will obscure views as well as the existing vegetation 
between the viewer and the Project's fence line.
Note: no upper story windows observed above ground level photo point view.  

Photograph Log - Description Table
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Photograph Log - Description Table

870 Kumulani Dr Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'48.996" 156°25'15.012"

Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot. Project anticipated to be visible from house located on back lot line.  See 
photo simulation.  Views toward the solar project area from this observation 
point would be partially screened by vegetation between the viewer and the 
Project’s perimeter fence. The Project would introduce, gray color, geometric 
shapes, and horizontal lines into the landscape setting. 
Note: no upper story windows observed above ground level photo point view.  

854 Kumulani Dr Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'47.729" 156°25'15.126"

Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot. Project anticipated to be visible from house located on back lot line.  Views 
toward the solar project area from this observation point would be partially 
screened by vegetation between the viewer and the Project’s perimeter fence. 
The Project would introduce, gray color, geometric shapes, and horizontal lines 
into the landscape setting. 
Note: no upper story windows observed above ground level photo point view.  

842 Kumulani Dr.  Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'46.589" 156°25'15.222"
Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot. View of project anticipated to be mostly obstructed by existing vegetation 
located between the viewer and the Project's perimeter fence. 

842 Kumulani Dr.  
Estimated 2nd story 
view

16 feet above 
ground level

20°41'46.602" 156°25'15.301"

Photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows lot, using 
drone photography, to estimate view from upper story windows that may have 
views of the Project area.  View of project anticipated to be almost completely 
obstructed by exiting vegetation located between the viewer and the Project's 
perimeter fence.

828 Kumulani Dr Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'45.678" 156°25'15.281"

Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot. Project anticipated to be intermittently visible from house.  See visual 
simulation. Views toward the solar project area from this observation point 
would be partially screened by vegetation between the viewer and the Project’s 
perimeter fence. The Project would introduce, gray color, geometric shapes, and 
horizontal lines into the landscape setting. 
Note:  no upper story windows observed with views of terrain above ground level 
photo point view.  

818 Kumulani Dr. (North)
Estimated 2nd story 
view

14 feet above 
ground level

20°41'44.916" 156°25'15.361"

Photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows lot, using 
drone photography, to estimate view from upper story windows that may have 
views of the Project area.  View of project anticipated to be almost completely 
obstructed by exiting vegetation located between the viewer and the Project's 
perimeter fence.
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818 Kumulani Dr.  (South) Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'44.117" 156°25'15.45"

Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot. View of project anticipated to be mostly obstructed by existing vegetation 
located between the viewer and the Project's perimeter fence and by existing 
landscaping/vegetation in house's yard.

806 Kumulani Dr Ground level GROUND 20°41'43.211" 156°25'15.342"

Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot. View of project anticipated to be mostly obstructed by existing vegetation 
located between the viewer and the Project's perimeter fence and by existing 
landscaping/vegetation in the house's yard.

806 Kumulani Dr
Estimated 2nd story 
view

16 feet above 
ground level

20°41'43.135" 156°25'15.432"

Photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows lot, using 
drone photography, to estimate view from upper story windows that may have 
views of the Project area.  View of project anticipated to be mostly obstructed by 
exiting vegetation located between the viewer and the Project's perimeter fence 
and by existing landscaping/vegetation in the house's yard. 

792 Kumulani Dr.  Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'42.299" 156°25'15.288"

Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot. The existing houses on lot appear to be lower in grade than the project area 
and windows along the roofline appear to be daylighting windows that have no 
observable viewshed. Therefore, no views of the project area from the existing 
houses are anticipated.  Views from the easternmost fence line on the 
residential lot are anticipated to have intermittent views of the project fence 
line and potentially project solar arrays; however, the existing vegetation on 
ranch property would obscure the views. 

782 Kumulani Dr Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'41.105" 156°25'15.473"
Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot.  Views of the project area are anticipated to be blocked by terrain. 

782 Kumulani Dr
Estimated 2nd story 
view

24 feet above 
ground level

20°41'40.88" 156°25'15.604"

Photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows lot, using 
drone photography, to estimate view from upper story windows that may have 
views of the Project area.  See photo simulation. Potential intermittent views of 
project are anticipated; however, views are anticipated to be mostly obstructed 
by existing vegetation located between the viewer and the project's perimeter 
fence. 

772 Kumulani Dr Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'40.272" 156°25'15.666"
Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot.  Views of the project area are anticipated to be blocked by terrain. 
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772 Kumulani Dr Ground level
15 feet above 
ground level

20°41'40.43" 156°25'15.723"

Photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows lot, using 
drone photography, to estimate view from upper story windows that may have 
views of the Project area. Potential intermittent views of project are anticipated; 
however, views are anticipated to be partially obstructed by exiting vegetation 
located between the viewer and the project's perimeter fence as well as from 
existing landscaping/vegetation in the house's yard. 

762 Kumulani Dr. Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'39.492" 156°25'15.654"

Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot. Views toward the solar project area from this observation point are 
anticipated to be obstructed by terrain and/or vegetation.
Note:  no upper story windows observed with views of terrain above ground level 
photo point view.  

754 Kumulani Dr (North) Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'38.405" 156°25'15.75"
Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot. Views toward the solar project area from this observation point are 
anticipated to be obstructed by terrain and/or vegetation.

754 Kumulani Dr (South) Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'37.968" 156°25'15.845"
Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot. Views toward the solar project area from this observation point are 
anticipated to be mostly obstructed by terrain and/or vegetation.

754 Kumulani Dr 
Estimated 2nd story 
view

9 feet above ground 
level

20°41'38.003" 156°25'15.884"

Photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows lot, using 
drone photography, to estimate view from upper story windows that may have 
views of the Project area.  Potential intermittent views of project anticipated; 
however, views are anticipated to be partially obstructed by exiting vegetation 
located between the viewer and the project's perimeter fence as well as from 
existing landscaping/vegetation in the house's yard. 

740 Kumulani Dr.  Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'36.732"  156°25'15.833"

Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot.  Views toward the solar project area from this observation point are 
anticipated to be obstructed by terrain and/or vegetation.
Note:  no upper story windows observed with views of terrain above ground level 
photo point view.  

726 Kumulani Dr Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'35.705" 156°25'15.912"
Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot.  Potential for  intermittent views of project; however, existing vegetation on 
ranch property is anticipated to mostly obstruct views.  

726 Kumulani Drive 
Estimated 2nd story 
view

7 feet above ground 
level

20°41'35.729" 156°25'15.734"

Photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows lot, using 
drone photography, to estimate view from upper story windows that may have 
views of the Project area.  Intermittent views of project anticipated. See visual 
simulation. The project would introduce, gray color, geometric shapes, and 
horizontal lines into the landscape setting. The simulation is considered 
conservative as existing landscaping associated with the house’s yard would 
likely screen views of the project from upper story windows. 
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3525 Lanihou Pl Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'34.842" 156°25'15.839"
Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot.  Views toward the solar project area from this observation point are 
anticipated to be obstructed by terrain and/or vegetation.

3525 Lanihou Pl 
Estimated 2nd story 
view

7 feet above ground 
level

20°41'34.918" 156°25'16.047"

Photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows lot, using 
drone photography, to estimate view from upper story windows that may have 
views of the Project area.  Views toward the solar project area from this 
observation point are anticipated to be obstructed by terrain and/or vegetation.

3531 Lanihou Pl Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'33.438" 156°25'16.127"
Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot.  Views toward the solar project area from this observation point are 
anticipated to be obstructed by terrain and/or vegetation.

3531 Lanihou Pl
Estimated 2nd story 
view

25 feet above 
ground level

20°41'33.425" 156°25'16.093"

Photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows lot, using 
drone photography, to estimate view from upper story windows that may have 
views of the Project area. Views toward the solar project area from this 
observation point are anticipated to be mostly obstructed by terrain and/or 
vegetation, with some potential for intermittent views in background.  

3539 Lanihou Pl Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'31.625" 156°25'16.127"
Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot.  Views toward the solar project area from this observation point are 
anticipated to be obstructed by terrain and/or vegetation.

3539 Lanihou Pl
Estimated 2nd story 
view

8 feet above ground 
level

20°41'31.252" 156°25'16.305"

Photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows lot, using 
drone photography, to estimate view from upper story windows that may have 
views of the Project area.  Views toward the solar project area from this 
observation point are anticipated to be mostly obstructed by terrain and/or 
vegetation, with some potential for intermittent views in background.  

3545 Lanihou Pl Ground level
5 feet above ground 
level

20°41'30.371" 156°25'16.199"
Ground level photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows 
lot.  Views toward the solar project area from this observation point are 
anticipated to be obstructed by terrain and/or vegetation.

3545 Lanihou Pl
Estimated 2nd story 
view

20 feet above 
ground level

20°41'30.321" 156°25'16.284"

Photo point taken from eastern most boundary of Maui Meadows lot, using 
drone photography, to estimate view from upper story windows that may have 
views of the Project area. Views toward the solar project area from this 
observation point are anticipated to be mostly obstructed by terrain and/or 
vegetation, with some potential for intermittent views in background.  
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